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can anyone help me with the firmware for my oppo a11 mt6580? i'm trying to install the factory settings. i've gone to oppo.com, but the first option doesn't have the firmware i need. i've tried installing the
6.00f firmware using tftp and getting to a shell, but the 6.00f factory reset doesn't work. ubuntu 16.04.3 lts xenial xerus i am an amateur programmer who has been learning python as my main code language
and incorporating c++ as my main utility language (used mainly for command line type apps). i have experience with windows, linux and mac os x. my profession is medical equipment repair, and as such, i am

interested in algorithms, programming and data analysis. i have a job, and family, so i won't have time to devote to a hobby project. if you are serious, please send a description of your project and a bit of
sample code, or sketch it out on a piece of paper with the intent of building it. i love to learn, and i could learn from a programming paper, but i like to see a sample code and an idea of an app that would use it
and see if it can be built. please don't be offended by my lack of technical expertise. i understand that i may not be able to do what you want, or what you were trying to do may be beyond the scope of what i

am able to do. i appreciate the opportunity to either make a desired app, or to learn how you are using the chip to get something working. : ) to the ftdi ctc-601 device, connect the provided power supply
cables to the ftdi ctc-601 device. to connect your toshiba laptop to the ftdi ctc-601 device, connect the provided power supply cables. the ftdi cables can be found in the file "wiring" of the document "ctc 601

flash file mt6580 6.0 dead lcd fix firmware ".
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furthermore, do not fiddle with the one button as some people recommend. it
worked for some people, but not for others. doing this can cause some problems
and it should be avoided. do not re-flash the stock rom or do any updates to the

router until the router is running dvs. don't know if you know this, but flashing the
stock rom will cause you to lose the warranty on the router. what about updating

the other stuff? no, don't do that. some people have reported that doing these
updates will cause the firmware to be held by the network manager, thus causing

an occasional brick.. the reason for this is that updating the other firmware will
often overwrite one of the files that causes the factory setting to be set to keep the
firmware on the router updated ( this issue has been noted when flashing the ppoe

firmware, but it should probably be the same for any other update). this also
causes the firmware to be "held" by the manager and is also the reason why do not

update the firmware unless you know what you are doing. it may also cause
problems if the rest of the router is updated. what about power cycling the router?
no, don't do this either. do not attempt to power cycle the router without figuring
out first what is going on. power cycling it will have unexpected results. after a

power cycle, the network manager will load the firmware from the flash chip, rather
than the one in the battery. now what do i do? so you got it to work? did you do it
perfectly? first thing to do is to download the newest firmware (mfgpage.exe) from

the manufacturer. now find out what file needs to be overwritten with the new
firmware. once you have found out, overwrite the file in the flash chip with the new

firmware, or download another stock rom and overwrite the file in the flash chip
with it. if you keep doing this, your router is going to brick when it runs out of

battery due to failing to "lock" the new firmware into the flash chip. do you have
your settings to keep the router updated? are you keeping your wifi channel

straight? do you have the battery equipped? do you have the battery installed
correctly? do you have the ethernet cable attached and in the correct port? all of
this is going to have unexpected results, so be prepared. if you don't know what
you are doing, then don't flash the firmware. dvs is not going to brick you. it will
only cause you to lose a replacement unit when you brick it. to be honest, you've

done a great job going that far. keep doing your job and reading all of the
documentation, too. good luck. good job. 5ec8ef588b
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